
Robert Smith
Fraud Agent

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Fraud Agent is Performing descriptive analysis by gathering and analyzing data to accurately 
represent past performance; gathering and synthesizing data; incorporating industry leading data 
visualization techniques to generate reports and executive summaries pertaining to Aflac Trust 
and overall department operations; performing independent review of problem situations and 
reports findings to management as assigned.

SKILLS

Planning, Fraud Assistant, Supervising Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Fraud Agent
ABC Corporate  2020 – 2022 
 Reviewed and Released transactions for customers in the given SLA period for multiple states.
 Supported customers to resolve inquiries via email in a timely and professional manner and 

providing superior service.
 Worked closely with Payments and Fraud Analysts, providing research for investigations and 

chargeback inquiries.
 Completed payment projects as required to support compliance, risk and fraud reduction and 

other department mandates.
 Collaborated with different areas of the business to provide support, including operations, 

marketing, and compliance.
 Promoted a positive image for William Hill within the industry and community.
 Experienced in payments/fraud in an e-commerce environment.

Fraud Agent
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2010 
 Handled incoming &amp; Outgoing Calls, Verified Account Activity &amp; Information, 

Processed Various Credit Applications, Pulled Credit Report, Authorized &amp; .
 Answer phone calls and assist customers with debit card accounts.
 Monitor and report Fraud found on accounts Verify and authenticate cardholders to their 

accounts.
 Answer phone calls and assist customers with debit card accounts.
 Monitor and report Fraud found on accounts Verify and authenticate cardholders to their 

accounts.
 Investigating credit card application for Capital One Data Entry Placing outbound calls.
 Responsible for functions related to the identification, prevention, and resolution of fraudulent

activity including review of new accounts, unusual .

EDUCATION

MS
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